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Abstract. The problem of development of gas hydrate deposits is 

complicated by a range of problems connected with the adaptation of 

traditional methods and procedures to develop the mentioned type of raw 

materials. Construction methods of the directed well deserve high attention 

since they are the most efficient solution to provide a stable process of gas 

fraction production. Experts of the Dnipro University of Technology are at 

the top among the studies engaged in implementation and operation of gas 

hydrate deposits. Among other things, the experts have designed rational 

bottomhole assemblies of the directed drilling for the conditions of gas 

hydrate deposits. Such devices have a number of functional features. The 

paper describes following particularities being the most significant ones: a 

material to produce destructive balls and their physical properties; 

operating modes of a drilling process; directionality of bottomhole 

circulation processes as for the operational parameters of flushing fluids; 

and spatial location of well direction. Both calculations and bench tests 

favoured the process intended to identify functional features of the devices 

and proved convincingly the truthfulness of the initial theoretical 

foundations to drill the directed wells with the help of the modernized 

hydromechanical boring tool combined with a feeding device. The paper 

purpose is to analyze and substantiate structural solutions within the certain 

units of techniques for complex use as well as determine the rational 

operating schedules of the latter in the context of specific geological 

conditions where the directed wells are under construction. 

1 Introduction 
Like in many key countries with the developed mining industry, Ukrainian oil-and-gas 
economic sector is characterized by constant deepening of productive levels; complication 

of geological deposit conditions; extraction of minerals, which processing involves a wide 
range of innovative technological methods and techniques; and use of non-traditional 
sources of crude hydrocarbons to be mined [1-6]. Among the latter, gas hydrates are of 

specific interest. They are molecular compounds of water, methane, ethane, propane, 
butane etc. Moreover, their existence is connected with the specific values of low 
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temperatures and high pressures. In terms of calorific value, gas hydrates are comparable 
with bituminous oil and oil sands. Even very rough world assessments of gas hydrate 
reserves show that they exceed significantly the total prospected reserves of natural gas. 

However, following feature should be mentioned: only small share of gas hydrates can be 
recovered using the current industrial methods inclusive of drilling ones. Nevertheless, 

development of the fuel deposits needs the integrated innovative approach to design and 

mastering of the efficient techniques and methods [7-9].
All the activities, connected with exploration of gas hydrate deposits, their prospecting, 

and operation are always followed by construction of wells [10-14]. The key tasks of well 

drilling are as follows: studying a structure of geological section of the deposits at depth 
being beyond the reach of the use of other methods; specification the data of indirect 

techniques to analyze geological structures; and immediate development of oil-bearing 
levels as well as their testing [6, 12].

A process of a well construction is characterized as a super complex of interdependent 

technological operations performed to obtain a reliable link between the surface facilities 
and underground objects of study and development [15-17]. Composition of each operation 

as well as the well construction cycle on the whole is determined by means of the following 
factors: geographic location of the deposit; the well purpose; complexity of the geological 

section; physiochemical characteristics of the carbons; and thermobaric conditions of the 

deposits (the condition is of extra importance for gas hydrates). Any improper operation 
may result in certain troubles within the well shaft plus unproductive time loss and 
expenditures connected with its liquidation. In some cases, it may factor into loss of the 

well or even the deposit on the whole [18-22].

Certain geological conditions, complicating a process of well construction, are completely 

reasonable ones. Features of stratigraphic structure of a deposit; manifestation of various 
characteristics of rocks, developed by a well; abnormal pressure values within the walls and 
shaft of the well; and availability of definite geological structures with their specific properties 

are among them [23-29]. A well deepening is always followed by constant demonstration of 
different factors decelerating a process of well face sinking while involving the use of 

complex capital-intensive techniques [30-32]. Moreover, the process is complicated by the 
necessity to meet strict requirements as for the maintaining or artificial varying of spatial 

location of the well shaft depending upon the implementation needs concerning perfect 

system of prospecting system and the deposit development in future [33].
Thus, the minimum analysis of the current situation in oil-and-gas industry has shown 

that the search for tendencies to improve the efficiency and reduce capital intensity of 

drilling operations is the topical problem which solving will help oil-and-gas industry to 

move to a path of the stable innovative progress.

2 Analysis of the recent research and publication and singling 
out of previously unsolved parts of the general problem
On the whole, prospecting and mining branches are still facing the critical issue: how to 
improve the efficiency and achieve perfection of drilling operations [30]. The issue is 
rather complex, involving different components connected with the accelerated well 

construction in terms of simultaneous improvement of its quality and reduction or 
complete elimination of extra expenditures, resulting in nonfulfilment of the tasks of 

geological project of well construction. Especially, that concerns maintenance of the 
design location of a borehole path.

Practices of the world tendencies as for the industries, supplying carbonous raw 

materials, demonstrate the current rapid rearmament of the component of industrial 
complex in the majority of countries [24, 29-32]. Among other things, the phenomenon 
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includes marking indicators of depletion of productive strata; worsening of reservoir 
characteristics of production facility; and grade characteristics of carbons as such.

Relatively easily extracted reserves of deposits, occurring at up to 3 km depth, have 

already been prospected; their natural operational capabilities are almost depleted. 
Nevertheless, in many cases the fact cannot be considered as the complete depletion of 

the levels. The matter is that in terms of the roughest evaluations, absolute hydrocarbon 

extraction from reservoirs is not more than 30 and even 40 units in certain cases. That is 
why numerous methods of secondary improvement of oil-and-gas recovery have been 

developed and implemented industrially. However, even the approaches are not perfect to 

favour significant increase in production capacity [34, 35]. Hence, such a situation 
stimulated the development of the directed drilling methods being quite efficient means 

to engineer rational techniques for deposit mining. Moreover, they will restore 
productivity of the seams being at final operation stages or even those being removed 
from the service.

In addition to the abovementioned, the directed well drilling makes it possible to 
increase efficient filtration area within a well bottom zone; and improve indices of 

extraction from low-permeability reservoirs as well as from such ones having the developed 
system of vertical fissures [34]. The directed drilling methods are essential for the efficient 

method to develop and mine the gas hydrate deposits. It is known that gas hydrates occur 

within the areas of water bodies; and they have relatively complicated spatial orientation of 
productive strata. More than this, there is a necessity to satisfy certain geometric 
requirements of network of wells. In additions, there is a problem of the largest filtration 

area within the operational intervals of the wells. According to the estimations by 

prominent Ukrainian researchers, gas hydrates may exist consistently in the Black Sea at a 

700 m depth. Foreign experts adhere to the opinion as for the depth of 725 m and deeper. 
Basing upon the reinterpretation of the retrospective research, quite real possibility is being 
considered concerning the availability of methane hydrates significantly shallower in the 

sea (even at down to 100 m depths) [36-39].
The abovementioned helps conclude that there is a high degree of availability of the 

substantial hydrate reserves in Ukrainian economic zone. However, the presented 
information is insufficient and fragmentary while the majority of assessments of the 

resources need convincing confirmation by means of prospecting drilling methods.

Gas hydrate deposits are identified using widely tested methods of seismic (acoustic) 
probing, gravimetry and magnetometry, measurements of thermal and diffusion flows over 
the analyzed areas, and studies of electromagnetic field dynamics. In this context, all the 

methods need branching network of wells with quite certain spatial orientation and 

possibility of the fullest rock sampling in the form of cores with their following complex 

geomorphological analysis [40-42].
In addition to the abovementioned, drilling often faces a problem of practical 

impossibility to perform geological tasks in terms of implementation of traditional methods 

which depends upon the availability of factors of random well curving and the necessity to 
do it artificially [33].

Hence, it goes without saying that development of the directed drilling methods and 

their implementation is the topical problem.
Depth deepening and associated changes in mechanical, physical, textural, and structural 

characteristics of rocks always stipulate deviations of a well shaft axis from the specified 
design direction. Rather often, the process is followed by the formation of shoulders and sharp 
bends within the well shaft affecting adversely all the subsequent activities.

On the other hand, if technical and technological measures are developed and 

implemented successfully, such aftereffects of natural well bend may be used to return its 
axis to the required design position [43].
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The measures to maintain the design direction of a well axis or its variation needs: 
accurate information concerning demonstration of rock anisotropy [30]; consideration of 
the influence of a well shaft shape on the nature of its bend; development of specific 

facilities, included to a drill pipe, to stabilize activities of the latter relative to the certain 
basic indices; analysis of operating regularities of deflecting systems; and maximum 

consideration of nonuniformity (inadequacy) of methane hydrate deposits in terms of the 

deposit fluidization. The listed problems cannot be considered as all features of the directed 
well construction. Moreover, even the analysis of a range of problems demonstrates the 

issue complexity.

In view of the abovementioned, experts of the Department of Oil-and-Gas Engineering 
and Drilling (DOGID) of the National Technical University “Dnipro Polytechnic” focused 

on the search for ways to improve the directed drilling method. The ways are based upon 
the certain simplification of operating schedule intended to well construction [44].

Wide generalization of data by scientific sources and practices by industrial enterprises 

resulted in the development of innovative system of technical means consisting of a device 
to break up rocks on a borehole bottom differing in high degree of mobility relative to 

spatial orientation and the borehole bottom to develop axial load required to provide stable 
operation of the abovementioned drilling device.

3 Statement of the main material
Possibility to construct true-vertical wells 4 from a mouth 10 (Fig. 1, in terms of 

direction 9) or low-angle ones (Fig. 1, in terms of planes 5 and 6) are among the most 
important factors to improve drilling efficiency. Strict adherence to the design spatial 

position of the well axis is typical for them [33].
Collectively, the effect of geological conditions on the spatial location of a well under 

construction may be interpreted as follows: in terms of physical and mechanical 

characteristics, within certain bottomhole areas rock destruction proceeds at different 
velocities due to significant oscillations. The circumstance is always followed by a random 
change in the bottomhole area (Fig. 1, planes 7 and 8) relative to the current direction of its 

axis 5 and 6. Under the conditions, change in the well axis location may take place both 

vertically (apsidally) 2 and horizontally 1 relative to the definite fixed direction 3. In the 

majority of cases, complex spatial formation of the well direction takes place within the 
both mentioned planes (i.e. 1 and 2).

The expression, providing a rough idea of the general bend β, may be used for wells 

with complex spatial direction location. Data for the expression have been obtained from 
Fig. 1 and from the known trigonometric ratios:

cos cos cos sin sin cos� �� �� � � � � �� , (1)

where Δα = α′ – α.

Intensity may also be an integral characteristic of a well bend process (azimuthal or 
zenithal):

i
L

��
��
�

or i
L

��
��
�

,        (2)

where ΔL – current value of the actual well depth; Δθ = θ′ – θ.
Engineering prerequisites of the well direction deviation from the design one may be 

reduced to following components: unsuitable selection of drilling assemblies; use of the 

misshapen drill pipes and kellies; use of rock breaking tools being inadequate to geological 
and technical conditions; and availability of gaps in the tools and facilities.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the complex spatial well location: α and α' are design well drift angle and actual 

one; θ and θ′ are design zenith well angle and actual one; and L is depth of a true-vertical well.

The abovementioned results in the significant eccentricity between the well axis and the 

tool rotation axis; its origination factors into baseless drilling out of the well shaft and 

inevitable deviation βmax due to deformation of the bottomhole assembly. Moreover, the 
drill pipe turns out to be of a screw orientation [43].
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2
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vk

D d
arctg

L
�

	
� , (3)

where D – a rock breaking tool diameter; dvk and Lvk – diameter of a bottomhole assembly 

(motor) and its length respectively.

Most of all, manifestation of production factors within the processes, when spatial well 
location varies, depends upon the mode parameters. Among other things, it concerns axial 

load and rotational frequency intended for rock breaking tool. Finally, the parameters 
transform into the complex factors provoking complicated motion of a drill pipe within a 

well shaft under the action of compression, bend, twisting etc. [16].

While subtotaling, one may assume that imperfection of technical and technological 
support of drilling operations is among the most important reasons of changes in spatial 

location of a well.
In the majority of cases, the necessity to apply significant axial loads and rotational 

frequencies as well as operation mode of traditional rock breaking and drilling tools results 

in the complicated well bend. These are the reasons why today hydromechanical drilling 
method (Fig. 2) is most adapted to actual well conditions. If the method is applied, then 
bottomhole 3 shaping takes place only at the expense of effect of destructive balls 4 setting 

in motion with the help of some simplified jet device where a nosepiece 1 and a mixing 
chamber 2 are the basic working parts [45].
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Fig. 2. Functional operational diagram of hydromechanical (impact) drilling device.

Thus, technological program of well construction has a chance to neglect formation of 
load and rotation. In turn, that prevents from numerous prerequisites of the well bend. 

Moreover, implementation process has demonstrated significant organic disadvantage of the 

method, i.e. formation of curvilinear peripheral bottomhole share decelerating mechanical 
drilling velocity and even termination of well deepening. To avoid the factor, experts of 
DOGID of the NTU “Dnipro Polytechnic” carried out a number of studies. Practical results 

are the development of innovative engineering solutions implemented in the design of 
hydromechanical facilities; among other things, it concerns abrasive-mechanical drilling [46].

Characteristic design of the developed hydromechanical devices makes it possible to 
process peripheral bottomhole area at owing to cutting and scuffing action of ball fragments 

on rock mass. Such a drilling procedure needs rotation of a specific rock breaking tool in 

the form of matrices which bottomhole zone is porous structurally. During operation, the 
design of a rock breaking device helps accumulate inside the ball fragments effectively. 

Specific feature of the proposed device is as follows. To compare with traditional 

approaches, its rotation is initiated by a downhole motor being its part. The required axial 

load is also developed with the help of original design of adequate tool (Fig. 3) [47].

The device operates in such a way: the mechanism, included to a drilling assembly, is 
run on a bottomhole; upper reducing coupling 2 is used to connect a casing 1 with a 
drillstring; and lower reducing coupling – with a downhole motor. When the device is 

mounted on a bottomhole, flushing fluid is supplied. In terms of its minimum value, the 
whole fluid flow passes through two symmetric large 4 and small 5 circulation channels.

Then it passes through dashpots 6 consisting of a ball valve 7 and an extension spring 8.

Leaving them, it is directed to a downhole motor with the help of a channel 9 of a flanged 
cover 10. To activate the device, it is required to increase consumption of the flushing fluid 

passing through large circulation channels 4. Since capacity of a dashpot 6 is limited by 
dimensions of a ball valve 7 and a spring 8 force, rather high pressure is developed in a 
process chamber 11 of the splined sliders 12. Under such conditions, the splined sliders 12
overtravel a coupling 13 of a split casing 1 shifting within the inclined cavities 14.

Significance of the force, favouring shift of the splined sliders 12 and overcoming resistance 

of rotable springs 16 of locking elements 15, is supported by a large surface of fluid collision.
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Fig. 3. Functional operational diagram of configuration of a design to develop axial load.

Moreover, response of overflow dashpot 17 takes place. The dashpot consists of a plate 

locking element 18 and a spring 19. Thus, using circulation channels 20 in the splined 
sliders 12, the flushing fluid moves to hydraulic propulsion units 21 where two symmetric 

pairs of gear wheels 22 transform its hydraulic energy into rotational movement of drive 
shafts 23. After the flushing fluid passes through gear wheels 22, output channel 24 helps it 
get into lengthwise channel 25 and auxiliary channel 26 within a split casing 1 and lower 

reducing coupling 3. After its leaving, the flows move to a downhole motor taking into 
consideration the flanged cover 10. The shift of the splined sliders 12 towards the well 

walls is the necessary condition of the device operation. Moreover, the torque, originating 

on the drive shafts 23, stimulates rotation of chain contact mechanisms 27 consisting of 
large 28 and small 29 sprockets. They are connected kinematically with the help of tool 

chains 32 which internal boundary is equipped by working bits 31 preventing the chain slip 

relative to the sprockets. External boundary is equipped by cutter bits 32 required for casing 
1 defixturing within the well shaft and its shift along the well walls while the bottomhole 

deepening. When the cutter bits 32 get into the well walls, complete prevention from axial 
sideward movement of the device takes place being opposite to the face advance. The 
abovementioned favours a direct motion of tool chains 30 along the well walls in terms of 

the required axial load maintenance for the rock breaking tool to the extent being necessary 
for its deepening. Changes in flushing fluid supply by a drill pump control the axial 

intensity value as well as the split casing 1 path velocity.
Efficiency of the device to develop axial load can be estimated basing upon the 

comparison of well drilling indices. First of all, it concerns such a complex index as 

specific energy intensity characterizing labour costs per unit of the broken rock:

hS
МE 
2

� , (4)

where h – charge depth of rock breaking device; М – torque; S – geometry of the load area.
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Table 1 demonstrates the findings concerning the effect of pressure difference, 
implemented by means of the tool, on the well deepening velocity; indices of well 
deepening without the tool use were assumed as a comparison base.

Table 1. Findings concerning analysis of the effect of pressure difference

within the device on a drilling process.

No.
Pressure difference within 

the device, МPа

Average drilling 

velocity V, mm/s

Increase in drilling 

velocity, %

1 Without the device 0.045 –

2 3.0 0.052 15

3 3.2 0.053 17

4 3.4 0.064 42

5 3.6 0.065 44

6 3.8 0.069 49

Analysis of the Table 1 data makes it possible to conclude the following: availability of 
the projected device as a part of the bottomhole assembly helps accelerate significantly the 

well deepening velocity (by 30-35% on the average). Moreover, there is a tendency to 

increase the velocity with the increase in the pressure difference implemented by the 

device. Calculations show that in terms of the proposed design of the device to develop 
axial load, 4.5-5.0 MPa pressure difference is a boundary achievable one. It is right the 
index determining a value of axial load on a rock breaking tool developed by the device.

Hence, despite the fact that the proposed tool needs such catalyzers of a well direction 
bend as rotation and axial load, their action is localized by direct approximation of sources 

of the latter to a rock breaking tool [48].
Since useful effect of the machine is just provided by means of adequate interaction between 

the balls and their fragments with rock mass, further bench research will be aimed at 

determination of rational technical and technological parameters of bottomhole contact processes.
Temporal development T of destruction processes within the rock mass has been studied 

in terms of strength parameters being variable for destructive balls; Fig. 4 explains the 

results of the studies. Mechanical velocity of bottomhole deepening u was an integral index 

of the device efficiency.

The experimental data (Fig. 4) support the idea of diverse conditions for the 
development of destruction processes in terms of use of balls with different mechanical 
characteristics. A distinct extremum of mechanical drilling velocity is available for fragile 

balls. The extremum corresponds to a certain degree of cutting properties, obtained by 
destructive elements. The abovementioned is connected with ball fracturing and, as a result, 
origination of sharp edges at the surface with their gradual blunting in T time. The last 

circumstance means that u = f(Т) graph has a descending area. Generally, operation of solid 
balls is characterized by stable u indices which may be explained by significant reserve of 

resistance to the action of deforming and breaking loads.
The research was carried out for coarse granite; rotation velocity was n = 260 min-1; and 

axial load was С = 3 N/mm2 of a frontal area of the rock breaking matrices.

Considerable differences in capture and retention processes and following contact 

interaction between rock breaking elements and rock mass have also been identified in the 
context of the proposed matrices design (Fig. 5). Relying upon the data in Fig. 5, structural 

features of the matrices material helps it retain fragments of destructive balls which is seen 
clearly, if high rotation velocities are applied. At the same time, the considered processes 

are too complex thus requiring differential study of each factor.
The balls of dk = 5 mm operated in rock of 9th drillability category were used for the 

research; load on the matrices was С = 3 N/mm2 of its edge area.
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Fig. 4. Operational mechanics of rock breaking balls, manufactured from the materials differing in 

their strength, within the bottomhole of a simulative well.
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Fig. 5.Mechanics of contact interaction within the matrices-rock breaking elements-rock mass within 

the bottomhole of a simulative well.

However, the abovementioned circumstances are not sufficient to describe the 
differences in the operation of balls varying in their characteristics. The research has 
identified the regularities of abrasive interaction between the fragments and the rock braking 

matrices (Fig. 6). The data in Fig. 6 confirm that comparatively fragile materials are rather 
abrasive relative to field of matrices. The fact should be taken into consideration while 

developing drilling modes to prevent a potential of uneven matrices wear since that will be 
followed by distortion of a bottomhole assembly of a drill string with subsequent shaft bend.

The proposed technique corrects somewhat the design methods of a hydraulic system 

for well cleaning.
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Fig. 6.Mechanics of abrasive effect of rock breaking elements on the matrices of a hydromechanical 

device.

In addition to its traditional function, flushing fluid should perform gravitational 
separation of disintegration products in terms of the modernized impact drilling to provide 

efficient removal of the broken rock from a bottomhole while placing and keeping the 

destructive elements within the field of matrices.
Table 2 demonstrates qualitative data concerning the study of compositional analysis of 

flushing fluids leaving hydromechanical drilling wells.

Table 2. Qualitative characteristics of a flushing fluid leaving a hydromechanical drilling well.

No.
Destructive bottomhole 

conditions
Compositional analysis of a flushing fluid

1
Solid balls; low rotation 

velocity of the device

Rising flow contains small slurry fragments and single butterfly 

fragments of metal which removal is uniform.

2

Solid balls; high 

rotation velocity

of the device

The number of slurry fragments somewhat increases to compare 

with a previous variant; dimensions of fragments have increased 

as well. Sometimes, ball fragments get to the surface. Removal 

uniformity of disintegration products has been broken.

3

Fragile balls; low 

rotation velocity 

of the device

Rising flow contains small fragments of slurry

and metal which removal is somewhat nonuniform.

4

Fragile balls; high 

rotation velocity

of the device

The number of slurry and metal fragments increased 

considerably to compare with previous variant. Rather often, 

sufficiently large ball fragments get to the surface. Uniformity

of disintegration product removal is not available.

Comparison of data, represented by Figs. 4-6 and Table 2, helps understand that 

operating mechanism of ball impact devices is a multifactor one requiring thorough study 
of the most influential factors; alongside with that, the data make it possible to support the 
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idea of its great potential. The feature of bottomhole circulation processes needs the use of 
individual approach to design a hydraulic program for the well cleanup based upon 
maximum consideration of particle-size distribution of destructive products. The 

abovementioned will prevent from the complete insupportable wear of the tool matrices 
owing to the well-timed removal of abrasive particles.

The key to fulfill the condition is the use of the specific techniques helping approximate 

maximally the analytical data to the actual well situation. Among other things, it is 
proposed to apply following generalized dependence to calculate the amount of flushing 

fluid supplied to a bottomhole. The dependence makes it possible to identify the velocity of 

some particle of the broken rock [44]:

C
glu

р

2
1�
�
�


�
�
�

�
	�

�
�

, (5)

where l – typical size of a particle; ρ – density of the particle material; ρр – thickness of the 
flushing fluid; g – gravity acceleration; C – coefficient of flow resistance that depends upon 
a body shape and Reynolds parameter.

f
Vl � ,

where V – volume of a body moving within the liquid; f – area of horizontal projection of 
the body in terms of the most probable motion system.

Mathematical model of the particle motion within the bottomhole as well as within the 
well annulus is characterized completely by means of Vp velocity connected with average 
velocity of a rising flow of flushing fluid ω0 by means of the ratio:

uVp 	� 0� ,         (6)

Thorough analytical and bench studies of the methods, considered from the viewpoint 
of their correspondence with actual well conditions, have proved their high adequacy level.

In addition to the advantages as for the supporting stable indices of vertical wells, the 

proposed device provides rather acceptable conditions of the directed well drilling. Use of bent 
subs coupled with the directed descend of a drill string makes it possible to construct the 

directed wells avoiding such operations, attributal to classic techniques, as the diverter pointing.
Studies of the device operation in terms of cutting and scuffing action of ball fragments 

on rock mass have demonstrated following feature: as a result of manifestation of 
prevailing accumulation of balls and fragments on the lying well wall (being corrected if 
required), its bottomhole is mined within the area intensively, resulting in the shaft dropoff. 

The circumstance may be used efficiently while constructing horizontal wells and the wells 
with large zenith angles.

Thus, in terms of optimum engineering performance and technological development of 

the program, the designs of a device for rock breaking down a bottomhole and a face 
machine to develop axial load may be applied for its wide use under the corresponding 

mining conditions where other methods are either inapplicable or prevent from complete 

performing of definite geological mission.

4 Conclusions
Relying upon the study of scientific sources, and fundamental analysis of industrial and 

laboratory data, the most important factors degrading quality of drilling operations have 
been identified; the key tendencies of complex improvement of well techniques of the 
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directed boring have been determined. Among other things, that concerns refraction as for 
the gas hydrate deposit development.

The basic structural performance designs have been proposed as well as specific 

working models of innovative facilities. In the context of multiply use, determined by 
means of gas feedstock recovery from hydrate deposits, they help achieve acceptable 

indices of well construction. Moreover, they are characterized by a significant mobility 

degree as for the spatial orientation.
Analytical calculations and bench tests have helped identify operational features of the 

designed devices for the advanced hydromechanical drilling and feeding. Their use will 

favour the increased drilling efficiency under the conditions when it is required either to 
correct the well direction or to maintain it. The abovementioned is among the most 

important factors to develop rational procedures of the gas hydrate deposit recovery. 
The experiments and theoretical studies concerning the implementation of the directed 

drilling principles, relied upon the basic methods of hydromechanical effect on a 

bottomhole combined with the means, supporting the well direction, should be carried out 
in future while searching and substantiating the rational engineering solutions with 

maximum consideration of the specific mining and geological conditions of gas hydrate 
deposits being developed.

The research has been carried out by Dnipro University of Technology (Ukraine). We express 

gratitude to our colleagues from Department of Oil and Gas Engineering and Drilling who provide us 

with the required information and helped considerably complete the research.
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